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The “New ADA”

OVERVIEW OF THE REVISIONS TO THE 
TITLE I I  AND TITLE I I I  ADA REGULATIONS
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University of Illinois at Chicago
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Revisions to ADA Regulations

 Published in the Federal Register - September 15, 
2010
 Effective Date – March 15, 2011 

Exception – Rules governing Lodging effective March 15, 
2012

 First major updates/revisions in 19 years
 Update of nondiscrimination policies

Ad ti f d t d ibilit t d d
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 Adoption of updated accessibility standards

 Two regulations
 Title II: State and local governments

 Title III: Public accommodations and  commercial facilities
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Structure of the Rules 

 Preamble

R l t T t Regulatory Text

 Interpretive Guidance

 Analysis and Commentary on Standards

App. B to Title III rule 75 FR 56317
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(referenced in Title II guidance)

New Definitions

Other Power-Driven Mobility Device

Q lifi d R dQualified Reader

Service Animal

Video Remote Interpreting (VRI) service

Wheelchair
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Revised definitions of Auxiliary Aids and 
Services and Qualified Interpreter
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Changes to Nondiscrimination Requirements

 Service animals.

 Mobility devices.  

 Effective communication.

 New sections on direct threat and safety in Title II 

that mirror Title III.
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that mirror Title III.

 Explicit path of travel requirements now in Title II.

 Revised enforcement requirements.

Direct Threat

 New Title II regulation language that mirrors that in 
Title III

 Definition - a significant risk to the health or safety of 
others that cannot be eliminated by a modification of 
policies, practices or procedures, or by the provision 
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of auxiliary aids or services
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Safety Requirements

 A public entity may now impose legitimate safety 
requirements for the safe operation of its programs,requirements for the safe operation of its programs, 
services, or activities

 Requirements must be based on actual risks, not on 
mere speculation, stereotypes, or generalizations 
about individuals with disabilities
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Service Animals

 Revises “service animal” definition in Title III;

 Adds “service animal” definition and service 
animal provisions to Title II (implied but not 
previously in the regulation); and

C difi i t f DOJ’ l t di li i
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 Codifies a variety of DOJ’s longstanding policies 
and interpretations regarding service animals.  
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Definition of “Service Animal” Overview

 The definition: 

Li it th i f i i l t d Limits the species of service animals to dogs;

 Miniature Horse Exception

 Makes clear that comfort or emotional support animals are not

covered; and  

 Continue to be covered under Fair Housing and Air Carrier Access 
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Act

 Makes clear that individuals with physical, sensory, psychiatric, 

or other mental disabilities can use service animals. 

Revisions to the General  Service Animal Provisions 

 Overview of changes:

Provides when a service animal can be excluded Provides when a service animal can be excluded. 

 Requires animal to be under handler’s control.

 Care and supervision. 

 Provides guidance on inquiries. 

 Access to all areas open to public
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 Access to all areas open to public. 

 Surcharges. 
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Exclusion of Service Animals

 General rule is that covered entities must permit 
service animals.service animals. 
 The revised rules, however, add two specific exceptions for 

when service animals can be excluded:
 The animal is out of control and the handler does not take effective 

action to control it; or

 The animal is not housebroken. 
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 The handler should be given the opportunity to 
participate without the animal.

New Term:  “Under Handler’s Control” 

 Must have harness, leash, or other tether

 If handler is unable to use these because of his or 
her disability or because use would interfere with the 
safe and effective performance of work or tasks, 
then the animal must otherwise be under the 
handler’s control ( i.e., voice control, signals, or other 
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( , , g ,
effective means.) 
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Permissible Inquiries

 Only two inquiries may be made by covered entities: 
 Whether the animal is required because of a disability; and Whether the animal is required because of a disability; and

 What work or task the animal has been trained to perform.

 Generally, inquiries may not be made when it is readily 
apparent that an animal is trained to do work or perform tasks 
for an individual with a disability.
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Miscellaneous  Provisions

 Covered entities are not responsible for the care or 
s per ision of a ser ice animalsupervision of a service animal.

 Service animals may accompany their handlers to 
areas of a public accommodation or public entity.
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 Covered entities may not require people with 
disabilities to pay pet fees or surcharges that are 
not applicable to individuals without pets.
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Miniature Horse Exception

 Rules require reasonable modifications to permit a 
miniature horse that has been individually trained tominiature horse that has been individually trained to 
do work or perform tasks.

 Rules provide assessment factors to assist entities in 
determining whether reasonable modifications can 
be made. 
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Scenario – Rob & Mopsey

 Rob is a wheelchair user. He takes his dog, Mopsey
with him everywhere he goes Mopsey likes to ride inwith him everywhere he goes. Mopsey likes to ride in 
the storage compartment under Rob’s wheelchair 
seat. 

 Rob shops at a store with a strict “No Pet” Policy. 
The clerk questions whether Mopsey is a service 
animal. 

16
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Question 1

 Can the store clerk ask Rob if Mopsey is a service 
animal? (after all Rob does have an obviousanimal? (after all, Rob does have an obvious 
disability) 
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Question 2

 Rob answers, “Yes Mopsey is a service animal. She 
has been trained to retrieve objects for me ”has been trained to retrieve objects for me.  

 Can the clerk ask Rob to demonstrate? 

18
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Question 3 

 Mopsey is a trained service animal individually 
trained to retrieve objects for Robtrained to retrieve objects for Rob. 

 She rides under the seat of Rob’s wheelchair.

 Rob keeps him under his control using voice 
commands.

 Can the store clerk require her to be on a leash, or 
harness?harness? 
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Question 4

 Mopsey smells food in the store and it’s within her 
reach! She darts off knocks a display over and isreach! She darts off, knocks a display over, and is 
almost victorious in her snack attack when she is 
caught by Rob and the store clerk. 

 A week previous a child knocked the same display 
over and the store did not charge the mother for the 
damages. g

 Can the store charge Rob for the damages?

20
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Mobility Devices:  Specific Changes 

 Adds a definition of “wheelchair.”

 Adds a definition of “other power-driven mobility 
device.”

 Provides a number of general provisions regarding 
these two categories of mobility devices

21

these two categories of mobility devices. 

What is a Wheelchair?

 Definition:  “A manually-operated or power-driven 
de ice designed primaril for se b an indi id aldevice designed primarily for use by an individual 
with a mobility disability for the main purpose of 
indoor, or of both indoor and outdoor locomotion.”

22
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Use of Wheelchairs

 Covered entities must permit individuals with 
mobility disabilities to use wheelchairs in anymobility disabilities to use wheelchairs in any 
area open to pedestrian use. 

 Must also allow individuals with mobility 
disabilities to use manually-powered mobility 
aids (includes include walkers crutches canes

23

aids (includes include walkers, crutches, canes, 
braces, or other similar devices) in areas open to 
pedestrian use. 

Other Power-Driven Mobility Device (OPDMD)

 Definition:   “[A]ny mobility device powered by 
batteries f el or other engines hether or notbatteries, fuel, or other engines—whether or not 
designed primarily for use by individuals with mobility 
disabilities—that is used by individuals with mobility 
disabilities for the purpose of locomotion”.

24
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Definition of “OPDMD,” (con’t)

Includes: 
 Golf cars;Golf cars;

 Electronic personal assistance mobility                   
devices (e.g., Segway®); or

 Any mobility device that is not a wheelchair that is 
designed to operate in areas itho t defined
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designed to operate in areas without defined 
pedestrian routes.

 Does not apply to federal wilderness areas

Use of OPDMDs

 Covered entities must make reasonable 
modifications to permit individuals with mobilitymodifications to permit individuals with mobility 
disabilities to use OPDMDs, unless. . . 

 the entity can demonstrate that the  class of OPDMD cannot 
be operated in accordance with legitimate safety   
requirements adopted by the entity.

26
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Reasonable Modifications Regarding OPDMDs

 Burden on entity to show it is not reasonable to 
allow OPDMD on premises or portion of premises. 

 Assessment is made regarding the class of 
devices, instead of an individual's use of the 
device.
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OPDMD Assessment Factors

 Covered entities must consider specific 
assessment factors to determine whether aassessment factors to determine whether a 
reasonable modification can be made.

 Type, size, weight, dimensions and speed of device

 Facility’s volume of pedestrian traffic

 Facility’s design and operational characteristics

28

 Whether legitimate safety requirements can be established 

to permit safe operation of the OPDMD in the specific facility
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OPDMD -Legitimate Safety Requirements

 New for Title II entities

 Legitimate safety requirements necessary for the 
safe operation are permissible.

 Must be based on actual risks, not on mere 

29

,
speculation, stereotypes, or generalizations about 
individuals with disabilities.

Impermissible Questions

Entities may not ask an individual using aEntities may not ask an individual using a 
wheelchair or other power-driven mobility device 
questions about the nature and extent of the 
individual’s disability.

30
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OPDMD - Permissible Questions

The rules allow covered entities to ask personsThe rules allow covered entities to ask persons 
using an other power-driven mobility device to 
provide a “credible assurance” that the device is 
required because of the person’s disability.
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OPDMD - Credible Assurance

 A valid, disability parking placard or card, or other 
State-issued proof of disabilityState issued proof of disability. 

 A “valid” disability placard or card is one that is 
presented by the individual to whom it was issued 
and is otherwise in compliance with the State of 
issuance’s requirements

32

issuance s requirements.
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Scenario - Tank Chair

Tank Chair Specs

 Custom off-road wheelchair that can go anywhere 
outdoors- through streams, mud, snow, sand, gravelg g

 Can climb up and down stairs
 24v, 2hp, 127rpm variable speed motor powered by 

four Optima Deep Cycle batteries
 22:1 gear ratio and it can handle a 10% incline with 

no problems.
T d i 5 h Top speed is 5 mph

 Designed mainly for outdoor use, but marketed as 
suitable for both indoor and outdoor use. 
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Questions

 Does the tank chair meet the definition of wheelchair 
or is it a Other Power Driven Mobility Device?or is it a Other Power Driven Mobility Device?
 What is your assessment and responses?

 What about this device?

Effective Communication

 Definition of auxiliary aids revised to include 
additional examples such as:additional examples such as:

 Exchange of written notes.

 Accessible electronic and information technology.

 Real-time computer-aided transcription  services.

 Qualified interpreters (includes on-site or through video   

36

p ( g
remote interpreting services (VRI)).
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Other Examples. . .

Other examples of auxiliary aids and services:

 Voice, text, and video-based telecommunications 
products and systems.

 Braille or tactile displays.

 Screen reader software.

37

 Video remote interpreting (VRI).

Qualified Reader

“Qualified reader” defined as “a person who is 
able to read effectively, accurately, and impartially, 
using any necessary specialized vocabulary.”

38
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Qualified Interpreter

“Qualified interpreter” defined as “An interpreter 
who via video remote interpreting (VRI) service orwho, via video remote interpreting (VRI) service or 
an on-site appearance, is able to interpret 
effectively, accurately, and impartially, both 
receptively and expressively, using any necessary 
specialized vocabulary.   Includes sign language 
interpreters, oral transliterators and cued-

39

p ,
language transliterators. 

Revisions to Effective  Communication 
Requirements

 Companions with disabilities

 Discussion of types of auxiliary aids and services 
that are necessary to ensure effective 
communication

 Limitations on use of individual accompanying 
person with a disability as an interpreter. 

40

 Requirements for video remote interpreting 
services
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Revisions to Effective  Communication 
Requirements (Con’t)

 Type of auxiliary aid or service will vary in 
accordance with:accordance with:
 Method of communication used by individual;

 Nature, length, and complexity of communication involved; 
and

 The context in which communication is taking place.

 Provide auxiliary aids in accessible formats, in 
i l d i h

41

timely manner, and in manner that protects 
privacy and independence of individual.

Companions – Effective Communication

 Covered entities must communicate effectively with 
companions ith disabilities as appropriatecompanions with disabilities, as appropriate.

 Companion defined as “family member, friend, or 
associate of an individual seeking access to a 
service, program or activity of a public entity, who 
along with such individual is an appropriate person

42

along with such individual is an appropriate person 
with whom the public entity should communicate.”
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Use of Adults Accompanying Individual With 
a Disability

 Public entities shall not require individual to bring 
i t town interpreter.

 Public entities shall not require adults 
accompanying individual to interpret except:
 In emergency involving imminent threat to safety or welfare of 

individual or public and no interpreter available, or

 Where specific request by person with disability,

43

 Where  specific request by person with disability, 
accompanying adult agrees, and reliance on that person is 
appropriate under circumstances. 

Use of Children as Interpreters

 Only permissible in emergency involving imminent Only permissible in emergency involving imminent 
threat to safety or welfare of an individual or the 
public where there is no interpreter available.

44
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Video Remote Interpreting

Definition:

An interpreting service that uses video conference technology 
over dedicated lines or wireless technology offering high-
speed, wide-bandwidth video connection that delivers high-
quality video images…

45

Video Remote Interpreting - Continued

 DOJ standards require:

 Quality of video and audio that is high quality clear Quality of video and audio that is high quality, clear, 
real-time, with clear uninterrupted images.

 Dedicated high-speed connection.

 Picture: Clear, sufficiently large, and sharply 
delineated, showing face, arms, hands and fingers

 Voices: clear and easily understood transmission

46

 Voices: clear and easily understood transmission.

 Quick set-up and training of users.
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Use of Automated Attendant Systems  

 These include automated voice mail interactive These include automated voice mail, interactive 
voice response systems.

 If provided, must ensure effective 
communication in real time with individuals using 
auxiliary aids and services (TTY’s TRS)

47

auxiliary aids and services (TTY’s, TRS). 

Telecommunications Relay Services

 Entity must answer telecommunications relay calls in Entity must answer telecommunications relay calls in 
same manner as it answers others. 

48
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Ticketing Polices/Procedures

 When Do the Requirements Begin?
 March 15 2011 March 15, 2011

Page of calendar 
showing March 
2011 with 15th of 
March circled

Slide 49

What Entities are Covered?

State and local governments

 Title II regulations General Requirements section
 28 CFR 35.138

Public accommodations

 Title III regulations Reasonable Modifications section

Slide 50

g
 28 CFR 36.302(f)
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What Types of Tickets are Covered?

 Single event tickets

 Series of events tickets
 Subscription tickets

 Event packages

 Season tickets

 Other tickets bought for multiple events

Slide 51

g p

What Types of Seats are Covered?

 “Accessible Seating”

 Wheelchair spaces that comply with the 2010 ADA 
Standards for Accessible Design

 Companions seats that comply with the 2010 ADA 
Standards for Accessible Design

Slide 52

 Other companion seats required by this section of 
the regulations
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Who Can Use Accessible Seating?

 Individuals who need to use such seating because of 
a mobility disabilitya mobility disability

 Individuals who need to use such seating because 
their disability requires the use of the accessible 
features that are provided in accessible seating 

Slide 53

 Their companions

What are the Accessible Features?

Not spelled out in the regs, here is what DOJ said:

 Clear floor space

 Dimensions of the space

Slide 54

 Space is at grade

 Accessible approach
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Who Might Need Accessible Features?

 Individual with a disability who 

 Has a large service animal

 Has circulation problems

Slide 55

 There must be a relationship between the 
individual’s  disability and the need for the 
seat/space

What Types of Seats are Not Covered?

 Designated aisle seats (folding or retractable 
armrests)armrests)

 Seats in which patrons have an ownership right –
seat licenses

Slide 56
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What Can Buy Accessible Seats?

 Person with a disability

 Person who will be companion at event

 Third party purchasing tickets on behalf of person 
with disability

Slide 57

Ticketing Provisions – Eight Sections

Photo of a man 
purchasing a ticket at 
a box office

Slide 58
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Ticketing Provisions – Eight Sections

1. Ticket sales

2 Identification of available accessible seating2. Identification of available accessible seating

3. Ticket prices

4. Purchasing multiple tickets

5. Hold and release of accessible seating

6. Ticket transfer

Slide 59

7. Secondary ticket market

8. Prevention of fraud

Ticket Sales

 During the same hours

 During the same stages of ticket sales
 Pre-sales

 General sales

 Promotions

 Lotteries

Slide 60

 Wait lists

 Other
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Ticket Sales

 Through the same methods of distribution

 Covered entities that provide tickets to third-party ticket 
vendors are required to provide accessible seating to the third-
party ticket vendors

 Once a third-party vendor acquires tickets for accessible seats 
it must sell in accordance with the regulation

Slide 61

it  must sell in accordance with the regulation

Ticket Sales

 In the same types and numbers of sales outlets
 Telephone service Telephone service

 In-person sales at facility

 Internet (mentioned in the analysis of the reg, not in the reg)

 Under the same terms and conditions as other 
tickets sold for the same event or series of events

Slide 62
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Identification of Accessible Seats

Three Requirements

1 Provide info about location of available accessible1. Provide info about location of available accessible 
seating, upon request

2. Indentify and describe features of available 
accessible seating in enough detail, upon request

Slide 63

3. Provide material that identifies accessible seating 
and relevant info if such info is provided to others

Identification of Accessible Seats

Material that could identify accessible seating:

 Seating maps

 Plans

 Brochures

 Pricing charts

Slide 64

 Other

If such information is provided to others
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Ticket Prices Accessible Seating

 May not be higher than prices for other seating in 
same seating areasame seating area

 Must be available at all price levels for every event 
or series of events

Slide 65

Ticket Prices

If there is no accessible seating 
in a particular price level:in a particular price level: 

 The percentage of tickets for 
accessible seating that should 
have been available at that 
price level must be offered in 

Slide 66

p
that price level in nearby or 
similar location
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Ticket Prices Percentage 

Determining how many accessible seats must be 
provided at lower price:provided at lower price:

 Divide the number of tickets in the area that doesn’t 
have accessible seating by the total number of 
tickets in the assembly area

Slide 67

 Apply that percentage to the number of accessible 
seats

Example:  EFG Theater

Two seating areas  - total 3,000 seats

 Floor - $100
 2,700 total seats 

 20 wheelchair spaces, 20 companion seats

 Balcony $50

Slide 68

 Balcony - $50
 300 total seats

 No wheelchair spaces, companion seats
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Example:  EFG Theater (con’t)

 Percentage of seating in upper area to total seating?

 3,000 seats total and 300 seats upper area 

 Divide 3,000 into 300 = .10 = 10%

 10% of wheelchair and companions seats in lower

Slide 69

10% of wheelchair and companions seats in lower 
level must be priced at $50 

 2 wheelchair and 2 companion seats at $50

Purchasing Multiple Tickets – 5 parts

Slide 70
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Purchasing Multiple Tickets – 5 parts

1. For each ticket for a wheelchair space, can 
purchase up to 3 additional tickets for seats thatpurchase up to 3 additional tickets for seats that 
are contiguous with wheelchair space and in same 
row

 If available

 The 3 additional may include wheelchair spaces

Slide 71

 Is trade off of sitting with family and friends worth 
reducing number of wheelchair spaces?

Purchasing Multiple Tickets – 5 parts

2. If insufficient additional contiguous seats available

 Offer next highest number available

 Offer other seats as close as possible to accessible 
seats

Slide 72
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Purchasing Multiple Tickets – 5 parts

3. If sales limited to less than 4 tickets

 Only required to offer as many seats as offer to other 
patrons

Slide 73

Purchasing Multiple Tickets – 5 parts

4. If sales not limited to 4 tickets

 Patrons with disabilities are allowed to purchase up to 
same number of tickets (including the ticket for the 
wheelchair space) as patrons without disabilities

 Additional seats beyond the 4 not required to be 

Slide 74

contiguous with the wheelchair space
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Purchasing Multiple Tickets – 5 parts

5. Group Sales

 Put group in seating area with accessible seating so 
that IF POSSIBLE group can sit together

 If not possible to seat together, divide group so 
person(s) with disability not isolated from the group

Slide 75

Hold and Release of Accessible Seating

Release of accessible seating to people who don’t 
need such seating okay under three circumstancesneed such seating okay under three circumstances

Slide 76
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Hold and Release of Accessible Seating

Release of accessible seating to people who don’t 
need such seating okay under three circumstancesneed such seating okay under three circumstances

1. When all non-accessible tickets have been sold (excluding 
luxury boxes, club houses or suites)

2. When all non-accessible tickets in a designated seating area 
have been sold OR

Slide 77

have been sold, OR

3. When all non-accessible tickets in a designated price 
category have been sold 

Hold and Release of Accessible Seating

 Regs do not define or provide guidance on what is a 
“sell-out”

 Analysis of regs recognizes that some covered 
entities declare sell-out when there are only 
“scattered singles” or when holding back seats for 
certain groups (home team, the promoter)

Slide 78

 Covered entities may use own definition of  “sell-out”
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Hold and Release of Accessible Seating

Additional requirements for Series-of-Events tickets

1. Patron does not have ownership rights

2. Patron does have ownership rights (e.g. seat 
license)

Slide 79

Hold and Release of Accessible Seating

Series-of-events tickets without ownership rights

 If sell accessible seating tickets to person without 
disability, set up process that

 prevents automatic reassignment of accessible seating to 
person without disability

Slide 80

p y

 provides opportunity for person with disability to purchase the 
tickets in future when person becomes eligible
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Hold and Release of Accessible Seating

Series-of-events tickets with ownership rights

 When tickets in accessible seating are forfeited or 
otherwise returned 
 provide opportunity for person with disability to purchase 

the tickets

Slide 81

Ticket Transfer

People with disabilities who hold tickets in accessible 
seating may transfer tickets to a third partyseating may transfer tickets to a third party

 under same terms and conditions

 to the same extent

th t t h ldi t f ti k t

Slide 82

as other spectators holding same type of tickets 
(single, series-of-events, etc.)
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Secondary Ticket Market

 Any transfer of tickets after the covered entity’s initial 
sale of tickets

 Includes ticket transfer between friends, acquaintances, 
strangers AND using commercial exchange systems

 Secondary ticket market may operate independently 
from covered entity

Slide 83

y

 Some participants may not be covered entities and the 
regulations won’t apply

Secondary Ticket Market (con’t)

Two requirements for covered entities:

1. Person with disability may use ticket under same 
terms and conditions as others

2. Allow person with disability to exchange tickets for 
accessible seats in comparable location if available

Slide 84

accessible seats in comparable location if available  
BUT……….
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Secondary Ticket Market (con’t)

 Covered entity not required to relocate others who 
are in accessible seats and don’t need themare in accessible seats and don t need them 

 Covered entity may adopt policy about moving 
patrons who do not need accessible seats

Slide 85

Secondary Ticket Market (con’t)

Exchanging tickets for accessible seats:

 Through game day change outs

 If covered entity holds back tickets and then 
releases then, accessible seating should be held 
back also

86

back also
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Secondary Ticket Market (con’t)

Department of Justice suggests covered entities:

 Encourage people with disabilities to contact the 
box office before the event

 Print on tickets that person who buys accessible 
seating and doesn’t need it might be moved

87

seating and doesn t need it might be moved

Secondary Ticket Market (con’t)

Department of Justice suggests covered entities 

 Develop secondary ticket market policies

 Disseminate policies
 On their websites

 On the tickets

88

 On the tickets

 At the venue
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Prevention of Fraud 

Covered entity MAY NOT:

 Require proof of disability 

Slide 89

Prevention of Fraud (con’t)

Covered entity MAY ask person buying accessible seats if 
person:
 Has a mobility disability and needs to use the space 

because of the disability

 Has a disability that requires use of accessible features 
in accessible seating

90

 Is buying tickets for person who has a mobility disability 
or a disability that requires use of accessible features in 
accessible seating
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Prevention of Fraud (con’t) 

Not specified in regulation but DOJ said covered entity 
may ask person buying accessible seats:may ask person buying accessible seats:

 What features of the accessible seating are needed

 If person with a disability can use other seating, such 
as aisle seat or designated aisle seat (folding or

91

as aisle seat or  designated aisle seat (folding or 
retractable armrests)

Prevention of Fraud – Series-of-events

Covered entity may:

 Ask purchaser to “attest in writing” that accessible 
seating is for person who has a mobility disability or 
a disability that requires the features of accessible 
seating

Slide 92
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Prevention of Fraud – Series-of-events (con’t)

Attest in writing:

 Does not mean proof of disability

 Letter okay

 Email okay

 Check off on website okay

Slide 93

Prevention of Fraud (con’t)

Covered entity may 

 Warn purchasers of accessible seating that people Warn purchasers of accessible seating that people 
purchasing such seats fraudulently are subject to 
relocation

 Make face-to-face contact with accessible seating 
ticket holders at event through ushers or other

Slide 94

ticket holders at event through ushers or other 
personnel
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Prevention of Fraud (con’t)

Covered entity may 

 Investigate potential misuse of accessible seating Investigate potential misuse of accessible seating 
where there is “good cause” 

 Department of Justice does not specify what steps a 
covered entity may take

Slide 95

Test Your Knowledge - Ticketing

 On April 8, 2011 you receive a call from a woman 
who has cerebral palsy and uses a walker.who has cerebral palsy and uses a walker.

 She’d like to know if the ADA allows her to get a 
ticket for a wheelchair space.

 Does the ADA allow the woman to purchase a ticket

Slide 96

 Does the ADA allow the woman to purchase a ticket 
for a wheelchair space?
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Ticketing Scenario 2

 On April 8, 2011 you receive a call from a man who 
says he has been diagnosed with “morbid obesity, ”says he has been diagnosed with morbid obesity,   
has difficulty walking distances and doesn’t fit in the 
seats provided at the local opera house .

 He’d like to know if the ADA allows him to get a ticket 
for a wheelchair space.

Slide 97

p

 Does the ADA allow him to purchase a ticket for a 
wheelchair space?

Ticketing Scenario 3

 On April 8, 2011 a woman contacts ABC Stadium for 
information about the wheelchair spaces available for theinformation about the wheelchair spaces available for the 
Vikings first playoff game. She wants to know the exact 
dimensions and how far the available spaces are from 
the building entrance.  

 The person she speaks to says that the wheelchair 
spaces are pretty big and that it takes about 3 minutes to

Slide 98

spaces are pretty big and that it takes about 3 minutes to 
walk from the entrance to the spaces.

 Had ABC Stadium complied with the ADA?
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Ticketing Scenario 4

 David has paraplegia and uses a wheelchair. He 
wants to attend the Timberwolves final game. Hewants to attend the Timberwolves  final game. He 
goes to the Timberwolves box office and all the 
tickets have been sold. David then goes to Deuce 
ticket sellers (a secondary seller) and buys a ticket 
for a non-accessible seat.

 David shows up before the game and insists that the 

99

Timberwolves move someone who’s in a wheelchair 
space and doesn’t need it to his seat so he can use 
the wheelchair space. Are the Timberwolves required 
to do this?

Ticketing Scenario 5

 University of Minnesota offers season tickets to their 
basketball games. When people renew at the end of the g p p
season they have the option of getting the same seats or 
requesting different seats.

 Due to a sell-out in 2013, University of Minnesota sold 
season tickets in accessible seats to someone who’s 
party does not include a person with a disability

Slide 100

party does not include a person with a disability.

 May University of Minnesota offer the same seats to this 
person for the 2014 season?
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Lodging – New Reservation Practices

 Specific requirements apply under Title III
 Language in the Title II “section-by-section analysis” refers to 

Title III specifics as “guidance” for Title II entities that operate a 
reservation system for a place of lodging

 Effective Date:  March 15, 2012

101

Reservation Practices (con’t)

 Requirements cover a public accommodation that 
o ns leases (or leases to) or operates a place ofowns, leases (or leases to), or operates a place of 
lodging
 Requirements related to third-party reservation services that 

are not directly covered by the rule

102
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Reservation Practices (con’t)

 Five basic requirements:

1 Individuals with disabilities must be able to make1. Individuals with disabilities must be able to make 
reservations for accessible rooms in the same 
manner and during the same times as others
 Telephone

 In person

 Third party 

103

Reservation Practices (con’t)

2. Entities must identify and describe accessible features 
of the hotel and the guest rooms in enough detail that an g g
individual with a disability can independently assess 
whether the facility will meet his/her needs

3. Hold back accessible guest rooms until all other rooms 
of that type have been rented

4. Reserve accessible guest rooms and remove them from 
the reservation system

Slide 104

the reservation system

5. Guarantee and hold the specific rooms reserved by 
individuals with disabilities, regardless of whether 
specific rooms are held for others
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Reservation Practices (con’t)

 EXCEPTION: reservation practices do not need to 
comply with the 3rd, 4th, and 5th requirements ifcomply with the 3rd, 4th, and 5th requirements if 
related to rooms or units not owned or substantially 
controlled by the entity that owns, leases, leases to, 
or operates the overall facility
 Individuals must still be able to make reservations for such 

rooms in the same manner/time as others, and

 Accessibility features must be identified/described
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 Accessibility features must be identified/described

Reservation Practices – Third Party Services

 Third party reservation services
 Covered entities must make reasonable efforts to make Covered entities must make reasonable efforts to make 

accessible rooms available to at least some of these third 
party services

 Covered entities must provide information about accessible 
features to third party services
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Third Party Services (con’t)

 Limited Liability
 If covered entities make accessible rooms available to third If covered entities make accessible rooms available to third 

party services and provide information about accessible 
features, but the third-party fails to provide the rooms or 
information appropriately, the covered entity will not be held 
responsible
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Additional Resources – Title II & III

 US Department of Justice
 800-514-0301 (V)( )

 800-514-0383 (TTY)

 Web Site:   http://www.ada.gov
 State and Local Government Tool Kit http://www.ada.gov/pcatoolkit/toolkitmain.htm

 US Access Board
 800-872-2253 (V)
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 800-993-2822 (TTY)

 Web Site:  http://www.access-board.gov
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Still have questions?

GREAT LAKES ADA CENTER
800-949-4232  (V /TTY)

ADATA@ADAGREATLAKES.ORG

WWW.ADAGREATLAKES.ORG
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